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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
10/15/14  

Bears control as slowing fears push longs to the sidelines  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -9.60, SILVER -30.30, PLATINUM -22.60  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,233.50 +$.50 from prior AM  
 
LME Copper Stocks 153,750 tons +2,925 tons. Shanghai Deliverable Stocks  
-3,487 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Equity markets traded higher in Asia, but further declines in crude oil, 
disappointing European economic data and reports of another Ebola case in Texas weighed on US and European 
shares to start. The Japanese Nikkei broke a five day losing streak overnight, helped by further weakness in the 
Yen that lifted export-related shares. China's Shanghai Composite was also higher following softer inflation data 
that bolstered the case for government stimulus. There was also a measure of support in Chinese airline shares 
in the wake of falling oil prices. Meanwhile, shares across Europe were in the red, weighed down by Brent Crude 
Oil falling to its lowest level since July 2010 and a weaker than expected look at Swiss ZEW sentiment. While 
there was an improvement seen in UK employment figures, disinflation concerns with falling crude oil prices and a 
slowing global growth outlook weighed on sentiment. US equity markets were also lower, under added strain 
following reports of another Ebola case in Texas. This morning's US economic calendar comes into focus, with 
data on producer prices and retails sales.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The bull tilt has probably run its course this week as the fear of global slowing, renewed Dollar strength and 
deflationary vibes flow from the sharp decline in oil and other commodity prices has seemingly yanked the rug out 
from under the precious metals complex in the early going today. Weakness in Asian gold prices overnight, 
reports of another Ebola infection in the US and reports of some gold producer hedging gives the bear camp the 
edge. Heightened Euro zone slowing fears, violence in Hong Kong protests and downward revisions in gold price 
forecasts from a major brokerage simply adds to the early negative chart action in gold. While gold derivative 
holdings increased by 43,750 ounces on Monday and silver derivative holdings increased by 125,807 ounces that 
news is hardly enough investment demand to alter the negative environment facing the metals. The bull camp has 
to hope that US retail sales decline as expected and that in turn pulls down to the Dollar, but it is also possible 
that weak US data simply fans the fears of slowing demand for physical commodities like gold and silver. With 
December gold at the highs this week sitting roughly $54 an ounce above the October lows, a moderate 
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corrective dip ahead should not be surprising.  

 

PLATINUM  
Renewed damage on the platinum charts to start today shifts the edge in favor of the bear camp. With January 
platinum to the highs last week sitting roughly $108 an ounce above the early October lows some measure of 
corrective action is in order. While more talk of an OPEC-style cartel for platinum producers provided some 
cushion to platinum prices yesterday, ongoing declines in volume on the recent rally, fresh deflationary news flow 
and renewed gains in the Dollar leaves the bear camp in PGM with near term control. PGM prices are also 
undermined by reduced price forecasts from a major brokerage firm overnight. In conclusion, adverse currency 
market action, ongoing deflationary signals from oil prices and weakness in the rest of the precious metals 
complex suggests a slide in PGM prices back toward the early October lows.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
A reversal of sorts in gold overnight, renewed flow toward the Dollar and expanding fears of global slowing puts 
the bear camp in control of gold prices today. Near term downside targeting in December Gold is seen down at 
$1,217 but we wouldn't expect that level to hold. Lower downside targeting in December gold is seen at $1,205. 
As long as December silver remains below $17.20, the path of least resistance remains down. The January 
platinum contract has failed to hold critical support at $1,250 and near term downside targeting comes in at 
$1,240.50.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
10/15/14  

Shift in sentiment expect downside work ahead  

 

GENERAL: While the copper market ranged-up sharply for the biggest 
compacted rally since September 16th yesterday part of the run-up in copper 
prices was the result of technical short-covering of a rather large fund and spec 
short positioning. Another issue that contributed to the rally yesterday was 
another global copper deficit prediction of 270,000 tons from the ICSG for 2014, 
but that forecast was accompanied by a potential bearish surplus forecast tally 
for 2015. However, with December copper prices to the highs yesterday sitting roughly 11 cents above last week's 
lows, the market has become short term overbought. With the fundamental case for copper and physical 
commodities deteriorating in the wake of renewed Dollar strength and sagging global demand prospects, we can't 
argue against a return to the early October consolidation that was bound by $3.05 to $2.99. However, reduced 
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premiums of Japanese Copper exported into China (2015 contracting relative to 2014) hints at expectations of 
ongoing slack demand in China and that is bearish. Therefore the rise in Shanghai copper prices overnight was 
catch up to US gains on Tuesday and not a fresh positive for US copper prices.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
The near term potential range for December Copper going into its expiration might be defined as $2.99 to $3.06. 
To throw off a liquidation bias probably requires a definitive slide in the Dollar, much improved global economic 
views and a sustained recovery in equities. In the near term, the bear camp has the advantage of the headline 
flow and outside market action. Initial support and a near term target is seen down at $3.0545, with lower support 
and targeting seen down at $3.0210.  
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